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PREFACE

Not without hesitancy have I resolved to write a few lines as a foreword to the memoirs of my late husband. I cannot be impartial in my estimate of this work, to which Count Witte attributed so much importance; and the biased judgment of his wife can hardly be of any interest to the reader. I confess, however, that I have not been able to resist the temptation to take advantage of this occasion to convey to the American public the gratitude which the late Count Witte felt toward the Government, press, and people of the United States for the sympathy they had shown him at the time of the Portsmouth Conference. America’s recent declaration of its resolve to defend Russia’s incontestable interests at the critical period of its temporary weakness has shown that this sympathetic attitude toward him at that time was not an accident.

I should like to explain to the reader the significance which my husband attributed to his work. I also wish to say a word about the motives which urged him to present his thoughts and reminiscences in the form of a book not destined to be published while he and his contemporaries were alive. Count Witte was neither a courtier flattering the monarch, nor a demagogue flattering the mob. Although a nobleman, he did not defend the privileges of the nobility; and while aiming in his political activities mainly at improving the condition of the peasantry in accordance with the dictates of justice, as a statesman he remained alien to that theoretical “populism” with which the majority of the Russian intellectuals was infatuated. He was not a Liberal, for he did not sympathize with the striving of the Liberals to reorganize the
political system all at once, with a single stroke. Nor was he a Conservative, for he despised the coarseness and backwardness of the political thinking which was characteristic of Russia's ruling bureaucracy. My husband repeatedly said to those intimate with him: "I am neither a Liberal nor a Conservative. I am simply a man of culture. I cannot exile a man to Siberia merely because he does not think as I do, and I cannot deprive him of civil rights because he does not pray in the same church as I do...."

For this reason Witte had many enemies in all camps. At the Court, among Conservatives, among Liberals, in the democratic circles,—everywhere Count Witte was considered "an alien." He sought to serve his country in a way all his own, and that is why he had but few constant companions. Justice compels one to acknowledge that my husband's gifts in the field of statesmanship were not contested. As a matter of fact, they were valued in all the circles of Great Russia. Nevertheless, for the reason just mentioned, no other statesman has ever been the object of so many varied and contradictory, yet persistent and passionate, attacks. At the Court he was accused of republicanism, while the Radicals attributed to him the desire to curtail the rights of the people to the Monarch's advantage. The landowners ascribed to him a desire to ruin them for the benefit of the peasants, while the radical parties upbraided him for a fancied desire to deceive the peasants for the benefit of the landowners. The author of the Constitution of October 17th, which forms the opening of new Russian history, was too inviting a target for intrigues and slanders; on the other hand, the many-sided and complex personality of a great statesman could not easily be forced into a simplified formula and, therefore, it gave rise to misunderstandings, which were at times entertained in good faith.

To engage in controversies with his opponents, to refute
slanders, to clear away misunderstandings through the press, my husband did not desire. He would not demean himself by taking a hand in an undignified wrangle. Besides, the censorship conditions of the old régime, which were more stringent for the Czar's Prime Minister than for an ordinary citizen, as well as a desire to spare the feelings of his contemporaries, prevented Count Witte from expressing his thoughts fully and openly. Hence his decision to let the next generation judge his activity; hence these Memoirs.

My husband wrote his Memoirs only abroad, during the months of his summer or winter rests at the foreign health resorts. He was not quite confident that his study on the Kamenny-Ostrov Prospect in Petrograd was sufficiently secure from the eye and arm of the Secret Service. At any moment, by searching the house, they could deprive him of his manuscripts. He knew that too many persons of power were interested in his work. All the time the manuscripts were kept in a foreign bank in my name. My husband feared that in the event of his death the Court and the Government would seek to take possession of his archives, and he begged me to insure the safety of the Memoirs in time. I did so by transferring the manuscripts from Paris to Bayonne and depositing them there in another person's name. The precautions were not in vain. Immediately upon the death of my husband, in February, 1915, his study was sealed and all his papers examined and taken away by the authorities. Shortly afterwards the Chief of the General Staff, a General-Adjutant, came to me in the Emperor's name and said that His Majesty, having perused the table of contents of my husband's Memoirs, had become interested in them and wished to read them. I replied that to my regret I was unable to present them to His Majesty, because they were kept abroad. The Emperor's messenger did not insist, but some time afterwards an attaché of the
Russian Embassy in Paris appeared in our villa at Biarritz, and in the absence of the owners made a very careful search. He was looking for the Memoirs, which at that time, as I said before, were quietly lying in a safe of a bank at Bayonne.

The Memoirs do not touch upon the events of the great war, for they were completed in 1912. For this reason I shall say a few words about the popular legend which attributes to Count Witte a particular Germanophilism. The legend is entirely without foundation. Generally speaking, my husband had no sentimental biases in politics. He was guided by reason alone. He had no particular love or hatred for any country or nation. He was only a Russophil, in the sense that he placed above all else the interests of his country and people. It is true that he was a most resolute opponent of wars in general and of this war in particular. He said that it would end with a catastrophe for Russia, and that it would ruin Europe for a century. Long before the war he stood for a rapprochement between Germany and France with the energetic assistance of Russia. When the war began, he was deeply worried by it, and he expressed himself in favour of the immediate convocation of a peace conference. "Let the armies fight, since they have already started that madness, but let the diplomats immediately begin their work of making peace," he would say to his friends. This circumstance must have given rise to the legend of my husband's Germanophil tendencies. Whether or not he was right in his views of the great war, I do not know, but I do know that all his thoughts and feelings were instinct with love for Russia, and that he wished well-being and order to the whole world.

Countess Witte.

Bruxelles, October 1st, 1920.
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Nosar, president of first soviet, 270; arrested, 275
Novyj Vyremja preaches doctrine of renunciation against Japan, 176; in league with other newspapers against the Government, 255; influenced by Workmen's Soviet, 271, 275, 277
Obolensky, Prince Alexey Dimitriyevich, not favoured by Count Lamsdorff for peace mission, 135; delivers oral answer of Nicholas II to W.'s memorandum, 185; complains of Court interference in affairs of Holy Synod, 208; asks by W. to draw up plan of Manifesto, 241; memoir by, 244; resigns as Governor-General of Finland, 260; regret at participation in movement for constitutional manifesto, 310; appointed Procurator of the Holy Synod, 318; tends to extreme conservatism, 349
Obручев, Chief of Staff, obsessed with idea of strategic railroads, 75; indifferent on Eastern policy, 83
Ochakov, the provincial commune, 386
Ocultism in Court of Nicholas II, 195, 198
Odessa, anti-Jewish riots, 25
Olov, Attorney-General, draws up indictment against W. and other students, 14
Olov, Prince, asks W. to attend conference with Emperor on revolt of 1905, 241

illegal executions, 189; attitude toward the Jews, 190; serious illness at Yalta, 194; under influence of his mother, 195, 196; effort to find wife for, 196; marries Princess Alia of Hessen-Darmstadt, 198; belief in holiness and miracles of Saint Seraphim, 205; orders canonization of Father Seraphim, 205; his attempts at reforms, 207; signs decree for liberal reforms, 222; signs despatch furnishing for parliamentary legislation, 228; manifesto of October 17, 1905, 237; attitude toward pogrom against Jews, 274; attitude toward the Russian loan, 308; insists that Skalon be granted large loan from Imperial Bank, 333; controversy with, over appointment of Kryvoshke, 339; powers restricted, 357; message to W., accepting resignation, 361; the Imperial rescript, 362; attitude toward Jews, 383; antipathy to German Kaiser, 408; bestows rank of Count on W., 425; induced to annul Bërjia agreement, 429
Nicholas, Prince, of Montenegro, seeks favour of Alexander III, 300
Nikolai Nikolaievich, Sr., Grand Duke, 18, 19
Nikolai Nikolaievich, Jr., Grand Duke, Commander-in-Chief of proposed Army to face Germany, 123; influence over Nicholas II, 124; belief in the divinity of the Emperor, 196; at conference submitting draft of manifesto to Emperor, 241; in favour of manifesto, 244; indifferent to fate of the country, 245; induces Emperor to sign manifesto, 247, 310; attitude toward coronation, 249; persuades large troop to come to Russia and not to send troops to Moscow, 283; attitude when revolution threatened, 342; at conference discussing fundamental laws, 352
Nikolsky, A. P., appointed Director of Ministry of Agriculture, 342
Novelmen's Conference, discussions at, 299
Nolde, Baron, drafts decree for projected reforms, 221
Nordemeyer, negotiations with Chancellor Bülow, at, 413
Nosar, president of first soviet, 270; arrested, 275
Novyj Vyremja preaches doctrine of renunciation against Japan, 176; in league with other newspapers against the Government, 255; influenced by Workmen's Soviet, 271, 275, 277
Obolensky, Prince Alexey Dimitriyevich, not favoured by Count Lamsdorff for peace mission, 135; delivers oral answer of Nicholas II to W.'s memorandum, 185; complains of Court interference in affairs of Holy Synod, 208; asks by W. to draw up plan of Manifesto, 241; memoir by, 244; resigns as Governor-General of Finland, 260; regret at participation in movement for constitutional manifesto, 310; appointed Procurator of the Holy Synod, 318; tends to extreme conservatism, 349
Obручев, Chief of Staff, obsessed with idea of strategic railroads, 75; indifferent on Eastern policy, 83
Ochakov, the provincial commune, 386
Ocultism in Court of Nicholas II, 195, 198
Odessa, anti-Jewish riots, 25
Olov, Attorney-General, draws up indictment against W. and other students, 14
Olov, Prince, asks W. to attend conference with Emperor on revolt of 1905, 241
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Osten-Sacken, Count, his opinion of Princess Alix, 197; note from Count Lansdorff on Algerias Conference, 298

Otto, Professor, physician to the Empress, 204

Posyet, Count, advocates force to crush revolt of 1905, 238; at conference discussing fundamental laws, 352

Parliamentary body, attempt to create, 226

Passport regulations, mitigation of, 215

Pavel, inefficient as Minister of Ways of Communication, 32

Peace Mission, personnel of, 136

Peisong, member of Peace Mission, 136

Plevche, Vyacheslav Konstantinovich, against use of foreign capital, 74; militaristic plots of, 79; influence on Nicholas II in Korean affairs, 254; a Jew-hater, 190; forced to dismiss Rachkovsky, 202; champion of ultra-feudal tendencies, 209; opposes formation of conference to study peasant problem, 211, 214; appointed Minister of the Interior, 217; assassinated, 217; favours a foreign war to stem tide of revolution at home, 224; extends police socialism to St. Petersburg, 251; leading spirit of anti-Jewish policy, 380; represents mood of liberal attitude, 381

Pleske, appointed Minister of Finance, 80; becoming ill, succeeded by Romanov, 125

Pokotilov, K. P., influence on policy of Alexander III, 38; against University Code, 42; against Employers’ Liability bill, 58; fearful of migrale of Nicholas II, 180; informed by W. of impending attack on Turkey, 188; protests the canonization of Seraphim of Sarov, 204; obstacle to reform, 229, 232, 259, 263; attitude during revolution, 257; removed as Procurator of the Holy Synod, 318

Poktoruchans, Count, organizes anti-Jewish riots at Homel, 191

Poland, favorable to loan, 302

Pokotilov, member of Peace Mission, 136

Poland, on verge of revolt, 261

Polotzhev, against Employers’ Liability bill, 58

Polyakov, railroad king, 20

Polyanski, of “The Holy Brotherhood,” 25

Port Arthur, seizure of, 99, 411; captured by Japan, 131

Portsmouth Peace Conference, arrival of diplomats, 149; signing of treaty, 159; church celebration on signing of peace treaty, 160

Potkinov, Professor, Assistant Minister of Education, 219

Poyet, forced to resign as Minister of Ways of Communication, 29; why appointed, 32

Potozki, General, at conference discussing fundamental laws, 352

Propper, editor of Birshchev Vedomosti, demands from the Government, 255

Przedsadski, Privy-Councillor, exposes Stolypin’s practices, 368, 369

Rachkovsky, report on the charlatan Philip, brings him into disfavour at Court, 201, 202; anti-Jewish activities, 330

Radow, Prince, conversation with on Port Arthur occupation, 103; conversation with over Moroccan controversy, 416

Rafalovich, interviews Rothschilds as to loan, 293; writes from Paris explaining difficulties, 234, 300; dispatch to, on Germany’s refusal to participate in loan, 305

Railroad building for strategic considerations a fantasy, 75

Railroad concessions and exploitation, 16, 20

Railroads, State ownership, 52

Railway strikes, revolutionary, 269

Rasputin, Prefet, 390

Rediger, General, confident of disaster in Russo-Japanese war, 131; at conferences on revolt of 1905, 240, 241; attitude during revolution, 257

Reitler, Minister of Finance, efforts to establish gold standard, 36

Religion, necessity of, 224; conference on religious toleration, 223; freedom of conscience, privileges restricted, 358

Rennenkampf, General, success in reopening Siberian railway, 291

Revolution of 1905-1906, 250

Richter, Captain, indiscriminate execution in Reval district, 189; urges military rule in Baltic provinces, 238

Romanov, Piotr Mikhailovich, draws up agreement with China for railroad concession, 95; becomes Minister of Finances, 125

Roosevelt, President, displeased at Witte’s attitude toward Japan, 144; ambition to be president of Harvard University, 148; at Peace Conference, 153; letter to Baron Kaneko at Peace Conference advising against insistence on indemnity, 156; farewell visit to, 168; on peace questions deals direct with Mikado, 153; with Nicholas II, 166; sends message to Nicholas II asking for free entrance of Jews of American citizenship, 174; compared with Taft, 384; fate of letter to Emperor on behalf of American Jews, 385; assures W. at Portsmouth that German Emperor favoured peace, 415

Rosen, Baron, member of Peace Mission, 136; meets Peace Mission on arrival, 143

Rothschild and the Russian loan, 50; advocate of bi-metallism, 60

Rothschild, Baron Alphonse, discusses prevalence of occultism at Russian Court, 198

Rothstein, negotiates loan with Rothschilds, 50

Rouver, postpones question of Russian loan until settlement of Moroccan question, 295, 300; fail of his cabinet, 301; succeeds Delcasse, 415; assures of help in obtaining loan, 416

Rozhestvensky, Admiral, fleet destroyed, 132

Russia, a government organ, 396

Rus, articles written for, 25

Russian State, The, founded by W., closed down by Stolypin, 398
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Rush, Captain, member of Peace Mission, 136
 Russo-Chinese Bank, founded, 85
 Russo-Japanese War, origins and course, 105; Japan attacks warships off Port Arthur—Russia declares war, 126; Russian underestimation, 150; principal events of the war, 152; destruction of Rozhdestvensky's fleet, 132; Peace of Portsmouth, 154; signing of Peace of Portsmouth, 159; effect on international situation, 194

Samarkand, visit to, 33
Samoylov, Colonel, member of Peace Mission, 136

San-Ming, cession demanded by Italy from China, 106
San Stefano Treaty, nullified by Congress of Berlin, 38
Sarrien, formation of cabinet, 302
Saxonov, career of, 330
Schiff, Jacob, at Portsmouth, 163
Schverab, attitude during revolution, 257; plans for allotment of lands to soldiers, 290; on committee to watch transactions of Imperial Bank, 295
Sechenov, in University of Odessa, 14
Seligman, — at Portsmouth, 163
Seraphim, Madame, becomes wife of W., 20
Shakhmatov, in delegation asking W. to induce Emperor to receive workmen's petition, 252; in the Union of Zemstvos and Town Delegates, 256
Shcheglovitov, controls judiciary, 354
Shcherbina, in delegation demanding W. to induce Emperor to receive workmen's petition, 252; in the Union of Zemstvos and Town Delegates, 256; on committee to watch transactions of Imperial Bank, 295
Sheremetiev, Count, uses influence to stop provisional Duma, 371; creates three commissary courts in Russian Empire, 159; resigns from Court as secret, 163
Shikov, member of Peace Mission, 136; in the Union of Zemstvos and Town Delegates, 256; on committee to watch transactions of Imperial Bank, 295; at conference of public leaders, 325; informs W. of the Skalon loan, 333; vain protest to the Emperor, 334
Shirinkin-Shakhmatov, Prince, career due to his friendship with Saint Seraphim, 206
Shishkin, draws up minutes of Conference on war with Turkey, 187
Shuvaloff, Count Pavel, initiates W. into "The Holy Brotherhood," 22; Russian Minister in Berlin, 65; objects to retaliatory tariff, 67; acknowledges he was wrong, 69
Siberian Railway, construction of, 52
Simonyan, Peace of, 82
Sipyagin, letter to on Manchurian occupation, 113; diary of, destroyed by Nicholas II, 193; at conference discussing success in case of death of Nicholas II, 194; appointed Minister of the Interior, 215; assassinated, 217; opposes scheme of police socialism, 251
Sipyagin, Mme., efforts to recover her husband's diary, 184
Skalon, Governor-General of Poland, 261
Skalon, obtains personal loan from Imperial Bank, 333
Slochberg, in delegation to plead cause of Jews, 381

Sologub, Governor-General, protests against illegal military executions in Rival district, 189; appointed Governor-General of Baltic provinces, 258
Solski, Count, as minister, delegated by Emperor to call council of Ministers in his stead, 227, 232; efforts in obtaining parliamentary legislation, 229; desire to retire, 232; appeals to W. to remain in harness, 285; asks that order be conferred on Kokshayev, 321; informs W. that a fundamental code was being drafted, 345
Solski Conference, reforms inaugurated by, 226, 231
Soviet of Workmen's Deputies, organization, 270; members arrested, 275
Spiridonov, Madame, becomes wife of W., 20
Stakhovich, M. A., in the Union of Zemstvos and Town Delegates, 256; at conference of public leaders, 325
Stambulov, Stephen, 19
Stolypin, plans building of Amur Railroad, 177; inaugurates repressive measures, 272; requests W. not to resign from state service, 367; conflict with, 368; attempts to show political crimes as ordinary murders, 368, 369; flagrantly violates laws, 369; treatment of the Duma, 371; handling of Jewish question, 375, 383, 384; enacts important agrarian law, 386; assassinated at Kiev, 389; weakens for perfusion of private correspondence, 394; throttles freedom of the press, 397
Straus, Oscar, at Portsmouth, 163
Strikes on railroads and in mills and factories, 269
Strikes, railroad, effect on returning of troops from Manchuria, 290
Student life in America, impressions of, 171
Subotich, General, defeats Boer force in Manchuria, 110
Sukhotin, Governor-General at Omsk, 265
Suvorin, journalist with Peace Mission, 137
Suvorin, A. S., favours constitution for noblemen only, 268; dies a millionaire, 271
Svyatopolk-Mirsky, remarks on strength of intellectuals, 150; displeases emperor in retiring Prince Shirinkin-Shakhmatov; 205; succeeds Plehve as Minister of the Interior, 217; liberal ministry of, 220; retired by the Emperor, 225; at Conference deciding attitude of Government on receiving women's petition, 252
Taft, William H., in audience with Emperor, brings up question of American Jews entering Russia, 385
Taganantzhev, Professor, declines portfolio of Minister of Education 319
Ta-li-ien-kan, seizure of, 99, 411
Tari, Professor, wounded in street fighting, 272
Taxes, reforms introduced in levying, 214
Telegul catastrophe, the, 16
Temps, article on Cassini instructions, 301
Tereshebenko, causes shooting of miners at Lena, 276
Timiryazev, Vasili Ivanovich, sends to negotiate commercial treaty with Germany, 65, 69; appointed and dismissed as Minister of Commerce, 324
Tolstoy, Count A. D., instrumental in changing university code, 42; policy toward the Jews, 389
Tolstoy, Count Leo, interceded for exiled
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peasant, 217; influence of doctrines on revolution, 288

Trubetskoj, Prince, at conference of public leaders, 325

Tschirsky, asked to entreat German Emperor to withdraw from Kiao-Chow, 191

Turkestan, visit to, 33

Tyrtov, at conference on seizure of Port Arthur, 99

Ungern-Sternberg, General, loots town of Kulo, 112

Uxion, falsely accuses Vyshnegradski of accepting graft, 49

Ukhtomski, Prince, escorts Li Hung Chang to St. Petersburg, 87

United States, denounces commercial treaty with Russia, 385; William II, proposes economic war against, 410

Universities, granted autonomy, 230

University Code of 1884, unpopularity of, 42

Usachov, Prince, at conference of public leaders, 325; speech in Duma on pogrom literature, 335

Vyshnegradski, influence on Grand Duke Nikolai, 249

Vannovski, Piotr Semyonovich, favours Ushakov, influence on Grand Duke Nikolai, 249

Vonlyyansky, Colonel, resells mining concession, 74

Vorontzov-Dashkov, Count, letter to, 24; displeased at slow speed of Imperial train; originator of phrase "the Peacemaker," as applied to Alexander III, 44; efforts in extending Russian influence in Korea, 116; remonstrated with for increasing expenses of Ministry, 193; member of conference on needs of agricultural industry, 215; a failure in the Caucasus, 264

Vuich, N. L., examines draft of manifesto of October 17, 1905, 235; memorandum by, 244

Vyshnegradski, Ivan Alexyevich, head of management, South-Western Railroads, 21; offers W. post of Director of Department of Railroad Affairs, 30; accompanied on trip to Turkestan, 33; resigns as Minister of Finances and appointed member of Imperial Council, 45; death, 49; accused of accepting graft, but proved guiltless, 49, 50; accompanies Kokovtsev to Paris to conclude loan negotiations, 306

Wallace, Mackenzie, accompanies Peace Mission, 138

Wendish, General, German Ambassador to Court of St. Petersburg, 65

West Point, visit to, 168

Wilhelm II, desires uniform of Russian admiral, 70; efforts to entangle Russia in Far East, 105; directly appealed to to speed up work of Algeciras Conference, 301; with his grandfather at Ems, 401; at manoeuvres at Brest-Litovsk, 401; clash with, over tariff war, 403; craving for Russian uniform, 404; disliked by Nicholas II, 405; discourtesy toward Russian Empress, 405, 406; attitude toward Nicholas II, 406; cordiality toward W. at Peterhof, 407; suggests tariff wall against American products, 405, 406; plans for conquests in China, 410; appealed to by W. to withdraw from China, 411; encouragement to President Krüger partly responsible for Boer War, 412; at naval manoeuvres at Reval, 412; takes advantage of Russia when at war with Japan in exacting ruinous commercial concessions, 413; visit to, at Rominten, 417

Witte, family history, 3; early training, 10; enters Odessa University 12; from opulence to poverty, 13; enters railway service, 16; scapegoat after Telega catastrophe, 17; valuable services in war with Turkey, 19, 12; a department of "Slav idea," 13; marries Madame Spiridonov, 20; member of Railroad Commission, 18, 21; Director of South-Western Railways, 22; in "The Holy Brotherhood," 22; literary work, 25; contention against high speed of Imperial train, 27; accepts post of Director of Department of Railroad Affairs, 30; appointed Minister of Ways of Communication, 32; officially visits Turkestan, 33; his wife's death, 34; marries Madame Lisianoevich, 35; investigates cholera epidemic, 35; appointed Minister of Finances, 36; efforts in construction of Trans-Siberian Railway, 52, 86; transfers vodka traffic into hands
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of the Government, 55; prophesies that no parliament will ever curb liquor traffic, 57; introduces gold standard, 59; concludes commercial treaty with Germany, 62; promotes commercial and industrial education, 77; highly commended by Nicholas II in Imperial rescript, 78; appointed President of Committee of Ministers, 80; dealing with Li Hung Chang, 82; advocates principle of maintaining integrity of Chinese Empire, 83; opposes seizure of Fort Arthur, 99; and tenders resignation to Emperor, 102; protests against Manchurian policy, 113; against schemes for extending influence in Korea, 117, 119; submits report on Far Eastern problem, 121; advice to Kuropatkin on departure to war, 128; appointed chief plenipotentiary for purpose of conducting peace negotiations with Japan, 134; attitude in America, 140; impressions in New York, 143; visits President Roosevelt at Oyster Bay, 144; visits Harvard University, 147; the Peace Conference, 151; signing of Peace Treaty, 160; rewarded by title of Count, 161, 175, 425; jealousy at Russian Court, 165; degree bestowed by Columbia University, 170; visit to Washington, D. C., and Mount Vernon, 171; random impressions, 172; argues that war with Turkey would precipitate general European war, 187; object of Alexander's enmity, 193; at conference discussing succession in case of death of Nicholas II, 194; opposes granting further privileges to nobility, 209; proposes conference for study of peasant problems, 211; addresses letter to Nicholas II imploring him not to give up formation of this conference, 211; succeeds in carrying out tax reforms and mitigation of passport regulations, 214; commissioned to form "Special Conference on the Needs of the Agricultural Industry," 216; at conference on liberal reforms, 220; first president of Council of Ministers, 232; text of memorandum on the Manifesto of October 17, 1905, 237; not in favour of the Manifesto, 245; opposes police socialism scheme, 251; exiles Father Gapon, 253; opposes establishment of military rule in Baltic provinces, 257; handing of Polish situation, 261; difficulties during premiership, 272; falsely charged with collusion with Soviet, 278; President of Imperial Council, 285; difficulties in securing foreign loans, 292; in report to Nicholas II accuses Germany of ulterior motives in Moroccan controversy, 298; appeals direct to William II, to speed up work of Algerian Conference, 301; resignation, 315, 355; account of his premiership, 316; formation of cabinet, 318; intrigues against, at Court, 340; letter to Emperor explaining resignation, 358; the Emperor's reply, 361; Imperial rescript 363, practically banished, 363; attitude to Jews, 375, 381; handing of peasant problem, 387; experiences with the Kaiser, 401; negotiations with Germany at Norderney, 413; efforts in obtaining loan in France, 416; part in settlement of Moroccan controversy between France and Germany, 418, 430; visit to William II at Rominten, 417; efforts to nullify Biskije compact, 426; Wittgenstein, Adjutant-General, activities in the "Holy Brotherhood," 24; Workmen's insurance law enacted, 276

YeKateletsna Harbour favoured as naval base by Alexander III, 180; Yermolov, General, member of Peace Mission, 136; Yuri, Prince, of Leuchtenberg, marries one of the Montenegrin princesses, 201; Yuryevitski, Princess, implicated in concession scandal, 37; Yuzefovich, appointed to committee on revision of censorship regulations, 223

Zakharin, Professor, summoned to attend Alexander III, 45; Zemski Nachalin, Rural Chief of Police, instituted by Alexander III, 42; Zemstvos and Town Delegates, Union of, 255; Zograf, activities in the "Holy Brotherhood," 24; Zabatov, Sergiy, counter-revolutionary tactics, 250